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► This short report summarizes a model developed by Indiogene to evaluate the effects of a 
prolonged war between Russia and Ukraine

► This assessment is considered necessary due to:

— A widespread pessimism among Western leaders about being able to end the Russia-Ukraine 
war in a short time

— Objectively and coldly assess the consequences of a prolongation of the Russia-Ukraine war on 
the world

► In order to have the maximum of objectivity, two different scenarios have been described, as is done 
in the case of particularly difficult and delicate forecasts:

— A first scenario (Hypothesis 1), which Indiogene called "KAROTKAIA" from the Russian 
adjective “SHORT", expects:

o The duration of the conflict 1 year from the beginning, with its conclusion at the beginning 
of next year or even at the end of this year

o Dead, severely handicapped in line with what we had in these first months of conflict

o Macro and micro economic consequences in line with the forecast in this period.

— A second scenario (Hypothesis 2), that Indiogene called "DLINAIA" from the Russian 
adjective "LONG" which expects:

o The duration of the conflict pessimistically greater up to 3 years, until the beginning of 2025

o Deaths and seriously handicapped people, fewer per unit of time, compared to what 
happened in these first months of conflict, but increased due to the duration of the conflict

o Proportionally greater macro and micro economic damage, given the duration.

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War

This report summarizes a model used to evaluate the effects of a long 
war between Russia and Ukraine, that began on February 24, 2022
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► The unsuccessful attempts of Western leaders have led to widespread pessimism 

about the possibility of ending what Putin thought of as a "special operation" 

lasting a few days:

— The war continues due to the obstinacy on the Russian side to continue operations 

despite and, most likely because of, the very unfavourable initial results

— The two most important European leaders, Macron and Scholz, made numerous 

phone calls and various peace trips to meet Putin, who always received them at 

the bottom of a long "Russian fairy tale" table with firm refusals

— Turkish leader Erdogan tried to host and still tries to host peace conferences 

without success, only managing to unblock the delivery of Ukrainian wheat to 

developing countries in July 2022

— Israeli Prime Minister Bennett had also tried to fly the flag of peace with trips and 

initiatives, thanks to the important Russian-speaking community in Israel and his 

personal knowledge of Russian.

— Italian Prime Minister Draghi, together with Macron and Scholz, made a historic 

visit to Ukraine in June and Draghi contacted Putin on the prospects for peace, 

with a negative outcome.

CONTINUES….. 

The difficulties of Western leaders in interacting with Putin have led 
them to widespread pessimism about the duration of the war

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War
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► Alarmed declarations and regressive acts have multiplied at the international 
level:

— Declarations of the IMF: 

o "Ukraine has requested an emergency loan of 1.4 billion dollars from the 
International Monetary Fund"

o "Prices will have" a worldwide impact, especially on the poorest 
families. »

— Statements by Ignazio Visco, Governor of the Italian Central Bank, as early 
as May 2022: 

o "The invasion of Ukraine by Russia is jeopardizing the international economic 
and financial structure" and ... "The consequences are difficult to predict both 
economically and politically and socially"

o Consequently, the negative economic effect of this situation generates a 2% 
drop in Italian GDP in 2022 compared to previous forecasts and inflation that 
has reached almost 7%, a record since the 1980s. (1)

CONTINUES….. 

(1) Visco in May: "... In April we estimated that the prolongation of the conflict in Ukraine could have resulted in about 2 percentage

points less growth, this year and next" (Article Sole24Ore: 31-5-2022; A. Gagliardi / M . Sixth)

The difficulties of Western leaders in interacting with Putin have led 
them to widespread pessimism about the duration of the war ... contin.
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► CONTINUES…..

► Alarmed declarations and regressive acts have multiplied internationally:

— IMF statements ......
— Statements by Ignazio Visco …… ..
— The European Commission further cut its 2022 growth estimate in July: 

o For the EU and the Eurozone the original + 4% to + 2.6 / 2.7% and the prospects for 
2023 are also reduced (from +2.7 to + 1.5%).

o In Italy, real GDP should only progress by + 2.4% compared to the + 4.1% estimated 
just three months, therefore a retreat of about 1.7%

► There are numerous statements expressing concerns about the effects of "world economic 

disaster" among Developing Countries:

— Due to the effects of food shortages and various raw materials, blocked by the war.

— The statements speak of large increases in poverty and widespread destitution, therefore 

a decisive push towards emigration, already recorded in Italy in the early months of 2022

► Finally, even more serious recent news is that a Turkish attack on northern Syria is 

considered possible. Erdogan is driven by electoral motives, and encouraged by the "banality 

of war", in the current declination, and by his "pacifying merits in the Ukrainian war"

► Other violent actions are brewing in various nations, primarily in Africa, Asia and Latin 

America

The difficulties of Western leaders in interacting with Putin have led 
them to widespread pessimism about the duration of the war ... contin.
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► An estimate was made starting from the declarations available from Russians and 

Ukrainians at the end of July after about 150 days of war:

► The scarce official declarations of the Russian contrast with the bold assertions of the 

Ukrainian on the high number of Russian dead:

— The Indiogene estimates are based on several articles with estimates and 

extrapolations made, on the bass of statements provided and information available.

— The values of the estimated daily deaths are therefore:

o MIN: Over 70 thousand deaths with a daily value of about 500 deaths / day.

o MAX: some 115 thousand deaths in the period and a daily value of 800 deaths / day

► In these estimates, we have used the generally accepted assumption that the severely 

wounded and handicapped in modern wars are equal in numbers to the dead. Some without 

a leg, without an arm, blind and deaf face an often unbearable fate! 

War deaths are difficult to evaluate with the war in progress. Indiogene 
estimates that the first 150 days produced 500-800 deaths per day

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War

MIN MAX

Russian solders killed Some thousands 37.000 at the begiinning of July 30.000 40.000

Ukrainian solders killed(2) Some thousands Not available 7.000 15.000

Ukrainian civilian killed 20-30 thousand (1) Not available 35.000 60.000

TOTAL KILLED 30-40 thousand Not available 72.000 115.000

(1) Of these 10-30 thousand only in Mariupol; article of 24-6-22 says that the minimum of civilian deaths is 26k including 22k in Mariupol 

(2) Zeleznsky said in a BBC interview in July 2022 that up to 200 Ukrainian soldiers die every day.

Official and non ufficial declaratons of 

the government or the army
Opponents' declaratons

 Indiogene Estimates

WAR SITUATION AFTER 150 DAYS
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Comments

► Consequences of the RU-UKR WAR 

until the beginning of June 2022:

— Deaths: 500-800 per day (1)

— Severely handicapped: 

numbers equivalent to deaths

— Devastations in Ukraine: $ 700-

800 billion of damages

— Economic damage already 

ascertained in the world: 

o Slow growth or decrease of 

2-4% in many countries

o Block wheat, corn and 

various raw materials to 

developing countries

o Risk of migratory flows from 

the most important 

developing countries, 

already partially underway

►This can lead to other tragedies

DEVASTATION SCENES IN MARIUPOL– MAY 2022

The war showed, in addition to the dead toll, many crimes and devastation 
that can be represented by the photos of the destruction of Mariupol

(1) Indiogene Estimates

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War
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A first scenario (Hypothesis 1) "KAROTKAIA (SHORT)" lasts until the 
beginning of 2023 and causes limited destruction

Mappa del Belgio: cartina interattiva e download mappe in pdf - Belgio.info
belgio.info

BELGIAN ECONOMY 

DEVASTATION SCENES IN KIEV  – MAY 2022

Comments

► Data of the hypothetical RUSSIAN-

UKRAINE WAR up to the end (1) 2022 / 

early 2023 (Hypothesis 1: KAROTKAIA)

— Deaths: over 150,000

— Severely handicapped: ab. 150,000

— Devastations in Ukraine: 2 Tr. $

— Economic damage in the world: 

o World growth: - 2-2.5 Tr. $

o Drop in EU economies of 0.63 Tr. $ 

equivalent to the Belgian economy

o Reduction in Italy of 4% = € 60 

billion, one third of the PNRR

o Heavy blockages of wheat, corn 

and other raw materials to 

developing countries and 

important migratory flows 

►Probable 2 digit inflation 

►Added to this are complicated political 

situations in many EU countries, 

primarily Italy and other nascent wars

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War
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A second future scenario (Hypothesis 2)  "DLINAIA (LONG)" until the 
beginning of 2025 and enormous and widespread destruction

UK ECONOMY Comments

► Data of the hypothetical RU-UKR WAR until 

2025 (Hypothesis 2: DLINAIA (LONG)

— Deaths: over 400,000

— Severely handicapped: ab. 400,000

— Devastations in Ukraine: 7 Tr. $

— Economic damage in the world: 

o World growth: - 7 Tr. $

o Drop in EU economies by 3 Tr. $ 

equivalent to the UK economy

o Reduction in Italy of 4% = 400

o Disastrous situation in developing 

countries and even more massive 

migratory flows 

►Stable 2 digit inflation 

►Explosive political situations in various EU 

countries and Italy first, possible nuclear 

threat with other widespread and bloody 

wars elsewhere (1)

POSSIBILE NUCLEAR THREATH: 

FROM TACTICAL TO STRATEGIC

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War
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► The continuation of the war has tragic consequences primarily in Europe and in the 

most fragile countries such as Italy, but in many developing countries

► Therefore, a solution of peace must be sought in a short time

► It is obviously necessary not to compromise on basic principles :

— The absolute condemnation of the attack

— The basic founding principles of Western Democracies

► However, serious and articulate negotiations with Putin must be entertained:

— Having in mind his strengths (energy raw materials, veto at the UN Security 

Council and strengthened financial situation)

— Knowing his weaknesses:

o National, within the country, creating probable scenarios of breaking the 

"home front" and serious economic hardships

o International, especially in relations with China and developing countries

► Our Peace Plan: " PEACE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE " addresses all of this with 

historical, demographic, psychographic and psychological analyses!

In summary, the search for Peace must be done with vigor and 
conviction on the basis of concrete and rational knowledge

Consequences Prolonged  Russia-Ukraine War


